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UIB joins Intel® IoT Solutions Alliance

Intel® IoT Solutions Alliance Recognizes UIB’s intelligent IoT
messaging platform

Singapore (March 20, 2019) — Singapore-based market leader for intelligent IoT

messaging, UIB has joined the Intel IoT Solutions Alliance, a global alliance for IoT systems

developers and one of the world’s most recognized and trusted technology ecosystems.

UIB CEO Toby Ruckert said, “This opens up new opportunities for UIB to use new technologies

and innovative solutions from Intel and other participants of the alliance. Being recognized by

the Intel IoT Solutions Alliance validates UIB’s cloud-based, intelligent IoT messaging platform,

which allows users talk to any connected ‘thing’ or service on over 30 of the world’s most

popular communications platforms, including WhatsApp (UIB is an official WhatsApp Business

solution provider), Facebook Messenger, WeChat, and many more.”

UIB actively participates in IoT development and IoT solutions. It is a member of The Things

Network and the IoT Council.

Intel IoT Solutions Alliance’s 500+ global member companies provide a wide range of scalable,

interoperable solutions that accelerate deployment of intelligent devices and end-to-end

analytics – including everything from modular components to market-ready systems. Members

of the Intel IoT Alliance are known for creating leading-edge IoT solutions, and helping

organizations bring products to market faster.

###

About Intel IoT Solutions Alliance

The Intel Internet of Things Solutions Alliance is a global organization comprised of over 500

technology companies. The main goal of the alliance is the joint development of scalable and

compatible IoT and machine internet solutions.  Close cooperation with Intel and other

members allows companies in the Alliance to apply the latest technologies to their development

and allows developers to deliver innovative solutions to the market.

⏲

https://uib.ai/whatsapp-business-for-your-conversational-iot-or-chatbot/


About UIB

We make human to machine communications simple.

Named a Gartner “Cool Vendor” in Unified Communications and Collaboration Technologies,

UIB is a global cloud computing company. The creators of conversational IoT, we solved the

problem of how to talk to cloud-connected software, services, chatbots, and devices. UIB

provides its customers, partners, and developers with omnichannel messaging solutions using

its patented UnificationEngine®, Unified AI®, and SmartContact® technologies.

Adding our UnificationEngine-powered SmartContact to your smartphone’s address book

allows you to talk to any connected “thing” or service on over 30 of the world’s most popular

communications platforms, including email, SMS, smart speakers, social media messaging and

chat apps — such as WhatsApp (UIB is an official WhatsApp Business solution provider),

Facebook Messenger, WeChat, and many more.

Our award-winning technologies help smart home and connected appliance manufacturers, real

estate and PropTech companies, hospitality companies, telecommunications providers,

museums, airlines, enterprise software companies, government authorities, and others to

increase their revenues, decrease their costs, and delight their users. With a SmartContact in

your smartphone’s address book, you can talk via natural language voice and instant messaging

to any device on any channel in any language with or without the device’s native mobile app or a

virtual assistant.

Learn more about UIB now at www.uib.ai; try out UIB’s UnificationEngine for yourself at

smarthome.unificationengine.com; and download UIB’s newest white paper at

www.uib.ai/whitepapers.
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computing company. The creators of conversational IoT, we solved the problem of how to talk to cloud-connected
software, services, chatbots, and devices. UIB provides its customers, partners, and developers with omnichannel
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messaging solutions using its patented UnificationEngine®, Unified AI®, and SmartContact® technologies.

Adding our UnificationEngine-powered SmartContact to your smartphone’s address book allows you to talk to
any connected “thing” or service on over 20 of the world’s most popular communications platforms, including
email, SMS, smart speakers, social media messaging and chat apps — such as WhatsApp (UIB is an official
WhatsApp Business solution provider), Facebook Messenger, WeChat, and many more.

Our award-winning technologies help smart home and connected appliance manufacturers, real estate and
PropTech companies, hospitality companies, telecommunications providers, museums, airlines, enterprise
software companies, government authorities, and others to increase their revenues, decrease their costs, and
delight their users. With a SmartContact in your smartphone’s address book, you can talk via natural language
voice and instant messaging to any device on any channel in any language with or without the device’s native
mobile app or a virtual assistant.

Learn more about UIB now at www.uib.ai; try out UIB’s UnificationEngine for yourself at
demo.unifiedbox.com, nest.unifiedinbox.com, and hue.unifiedinbox.com; and download UIB’s newest
white paper at www.uib.ai/whitepapers.
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